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Your First Wide-band Capture
Introduction

A wide-band sniffer is very easy to use. Start the capture, connect your devices and all traffic will immediately be
captured. There are a few things that need to be known however, in order to get a perfect capture. This document will
guide the reader through some simple steps required to ensure an optimal capture.

Typical Capture Process
The capture process with a wide-band sniffer is as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Position the analyzer and the devices
Start the analyzer
Connect and use the desired Bluetooth devices
Stop the analyzer and save the trace

Too good to be true? Well, a bit. The Ellisys wide-band sniffer is designed to learn device information from the captured
information. This is great for usability, but some care needs to be taken when capturing a device for the first time.
Information such as BD_ADDR, friendly name, SDP parameters, L2CAP channels, link key, etc., needs to be known in order
to display information successfully.
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Populating the Ellisys Database
As mentioned above, the Ellisys software will unobtrusively learn various details about devices from the captured traffic.
The first piece of information needed by the Ellisys software is the BD_ADDR of the devices. The BD_ADDR of one of two
communicating devices is determined when a connection (paging) is captured, but the BD_ADDR of the other device
cannot be known from the connection. The easiest way to have all devices send out their BD_ADDR is by doing a
discovery (inquiry). When doing a Bluetooth inquiry, all nearby devices will send FHSs containing their BD_ADDR. Even
better, most Bluetooth stacks determine the LMP name as well, so this will also be “learned” by the sniffer.

When the full BD_ADDR of a device is not known by the analyzer prior capturing the device’s traffic, the sniffer can still
partially determine the BD_ADDR, most of the time. In this case, the upper bytes will be indicated as missing with “xx” in
the BD_ADDR as shown in the analyzer’s capture below. The traffic can still be captured successfully, but it will not be
possible to decrypt the traffic on-the-fly if the BD_ADDR is not fully known, since this is one of the inputs of the security
algorithms.
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Once we have full BD_ADDRs of the devices, capturing the pairing procedure will then enable the Ellisys software to learn
the missing pieces. During pairing, the devices discover each other’s capabilities and exchange information that is useful
in order for the sniffer to correctly decode the protocols and profiles.
The pairing is also useful for determining the Link Key. In the case of a PIN-code based pairing, or with an SSP pairing in
Debug Mode, the sniffer will automatically deduct the Link Key. In other cases, the Link Key needs to be entered into the
Security pane.
After these steps, all further connections involving these two devices will be decoded perfectly by the sniffer. The sniffer
will remember all data necessary to display useful information, including the Link Key for decrypting the data.

Different Approaches
The steps above are obviously just suggestions and various other approaches can be used. The most important thing to
understand is that the device information mentioned above is required only in order to decrypt the data and decode it
into various protocols. It is not required however for the capture itself, since a whole-band sniffer is capable of capturing
any Bluetooth packet without this information.
Another important concept is that the Ellisys software learns information and then stores it in its local database, as well
as in the capture file itself. If some information is missing at capture time, the trace might not be unusable right away.
However, the missing information may be captured at a later point, and older traces could be reopened successfully as
soon as this information is learned by the software.
Let’s take a simple example. We are capturing two completely new devices with the analyzer. These two devices are
already paired and we don’t want to re-pair. We also don’t want to do an inquiry, so we start capturing the connection
right away. In this case, the Ellisys sniffer will just know the BD_ADDR of the master device and nothing else, so it is not
possible to decrypt the data. We save this capture. We then do a second capture where the device that was slave is now
the master. At this point we know the BD_ADDRs of both devices and we can decrypt data when the link key is provided.
Now that all information is known, we can reopen the first capture, which will be successfully decrypted and decoded as
the required information has been learned by the software. The new information will be saved in this trace so now
contains all what is needed. It can thus be exchanged with a remote colleague who never had access to the actual
devices.

Feedback
Feedback on our Expert Notes is always appreciated. To provide comments or critiques of any kind on this paper, please
feel free to contact us at expert@ellisys.com.
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